
 

60 Days and Counting!60 Days and Counting!
The 2024 Total Solar EclipseThe 2024 Total Solar Eclipse

Are You Ready?Are You Ready?

 
 

Dear Dear MarjorieMarjorie,,

One of the most spectacular of all events, a total solar eclipse, is coming April 8 to large

parts of the U.S., Canada, and Mexico. The eclipse is a once-in-a-lifetime event and will

dominate the headlines and offer a unique opportunity to observe and photograph this

phenomenon. This year totality is up to a remarkable 4 minutes 28 seconds.

Now is the time to get your observing equipment ready! Now is the time to get your observing equipment ready! Purchase the accessories you

need and make sure to test everything well in advance of the event. This newsletter

highlights popular and newly announced accessories to enhance your eclipse viewing or

imaging experience.

We proudly offer Baader AstroSolar Safety Film, which delivers the highest sharpness



and contrast available. This film is available in ready-made filters, and in sheets and rolls

to make your own filters for telescope, binoculars or camera.

We also offer the Baader 2" Herschel Prism, which provide the finest possible detail of

surface granulation and sun spots. This may be an ideal time to consider the Herschel

Prism for partial eclipse phases, and for the sun's current high activity period.

BonusBonus: One FREE pair of solar eclipse glasses with all shipments, if they fit into the box

without damage and while supplies last.

 
 

BAADER PLANETARIUM READY-BAADER PLANETARIUM READY-

TO-GO ASTROSOLAR FILTERSTO-GO ASTROSOLAR FILTERS
Check out the Baader Planetarium filter

options that we offer in a range of sizes.

We have quite a few in stock, but expect

them to go fast. Be sure to order early.

 
 

BAADER PLANETARIUM ASTROSOLARBAADER PLANETARIUM ASTROSOLAR

FILMFILM
Want to make your own solar filters? We've got

you covered. We offer both film rolls and film

sheets. Check out the guide to building your own

solar filters .

Baader Planetarium developed this safety film for

the 1999 solar eclipse in Europe and it remains

unsurpassed for safety and visual quality.

 

KENDRICK ASTROSOLARKENDRICK ASTROSOLAR

FILTERSFILTERS
For many years, we have offered these

very popular Kendrick Solar Filters

made with Baader AstroSolar material.

They offer a wide aperture and three

long nylon screws that will not mar your

telescope. Be sure to order the Kendrick

 



Sun Finder, as well.

ASTRO-PHYSICS TELESCOPES FILTERASTRO-PHYSICS TELESCOPES FILTER

SIZING CHARTSIZING CHART
For AP telescope owners, check out this time-

saving chart to find the right solar filter size for

your AP telescope.

BAADER 2" HERSCHEL WEDGEBAADER 2" HERSCHEL WEDGE
If you have been considering the

Baader Herschel Prism for your solar

observing kit, this is the perfect

occasion. You will enjoy exploring the

surface of the sun during the partial

phases of the eclipse and also this

year's very active solar period.

 

MIRRORLESS CAMERAMIRRORLESS CAMERA

ADAPTERS FOR ASTRO-ADAPTERS FOR ASTRO-

PHYSICS TELESCOPESPHYSICS TELESCOPES
Native adapters for Canon RF and

Nikon Z mirrorless cameras are

expected in March. Sign up now to beSign up now to be

notified when available (click on partnotified when available (click on part

number):number):

 

Mirrorless adapters for our CCD Flatteners and our TCC Telecompressor
Correctors:

Canon RF ADACAN-RF
Nikon Z ADANIK-Z

Adapters for the Stowaway 92FF and 92TCC:
Canon RF CAN25-RF
Nikon Z NIK25-Z

REDUCED PRICES FOR SOLAR FILTERS THROUGH FEB 29!REDUCED PRICES FOR SOLAR FILTERS THROUGH FEB 29!
For a limited time, we are offering terrific discounts on 5 and 10 packs that

are perfect for astronomy clubs, educational classes, groups of friends or

community activities. All filters are individually packed to ensure film condition

is preserved until filter construction time.



FREE SOLAR ECLIPSE GLASSES WITH SOLAR FILTERFREE SOLAR ECLIPSE GLASSES WITH SOLAR FILTER

PURCHASE!PURCHASE!
While they last... we will include one free pair of eclipse glasses with your

purchase of any solar filter, limited to quantity on hand and if they fit into the

box. (Please note glasses can NOT be packed with the single 1/2 meter roll

of AstroSolar. There is no room.)

 

Thank you very much for reading our newsletter. We hope that you found it
informative and useful. Please share it with any friends that you think would
be interested. 

Note that you can manage your profile or unsubscribe below.  

Clear and steady skies,

Astro-Physics   

 
Contact us: 1-815-282-1513 Contact us: 1-815-282-1513 info@astro-physics.cominfo@astro-physics.com
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